Outdoor furniture
that needs no maintenance

Style with Strength

Jazz combines vibrant tones of red with stark, black blocks of colour to produce a bold
and impactful, abstract design. Co-ordinating chairs can be mixed and matched, with red
seats and backrests, black seats and backrests, or a combination of the two. Jazz
furniture has a lightweight, high grade, powder coated aluminium frame. The angular
design and black frame colour add to the stylish and modern look of this collection.
Surfaces are sculptured from Endurance material and overhang the frames, giving them
maximum protection against scratching.

JAZZ

Table - Jazz SQTP

Jazz Chairs

Soul’s 3D design of metallic diagonals rising up from a black background produces a very
eye-catching and sophisticated design. Co-ordinating chairs can be mixed and matched,
with silver seats and backrests, black seats and backrests, or a combination of the two.
Soul furniture has a lightweight, high grade, powder coated aluminium frame. The
angular design and black frame colour add to the stylish and modern look of this
collection. Surfaces are sculptured from Endurance material and overhang the frames,
giving them maximum protection against scratching.

SOUL

Table - Soul SQTP

Soul Chairs

Blues is a subtle combination of harmonic tones and shades, creating a tasteful and
sophisticated geometric design that is easy on the eye. Co-ordinating chairs can be
mixed and matched, with blue seats and backrests, black seats and backrests, or a
combination of the two. Blues furniture has a lightweight, high grade, powder coated
aluminium frame. The angular design and black frame colour add to the stylish and
modern look of this collection. Surfaces are sculptured from Endurance material and
overhang the frames, giving them maximum protection against scratching.

BLUES

Table - Blues SQTP

Blues Chairs

Funk combines vibrant sweeping amber and silver shapes on a black background with
stunning effect, especially when co-ordinated with chairs of varying colours. Chairs can
be mixed and matched, with amber seats and backrests, black seats and backrests, or a
combination of the two. Funk furniture has a lightweight, high grade, powder coated
aluminium frame. The angular design and black frame colour add to the stylish and
modern look of this collection. Surfaces are sculptured from Endurance material and
overhang the frames, giving them maximum protection against scratching.

FUNK

Table - Funk SQTP

Funk Chairs

Mono offers a variety of furniture items in a combination of black and textured silver
surfaces with co-ordinating or contrasting frames. Simply changing a surface colour and
combining it with a different frame colour - black or silver - can have a stunning effect.
Mono dining tables and chairs have a lightweight, high grade, powder coated aluminium
frame. The angular design gives the range a stylish and modern look. Surfaces are
sculptured from Endurance material and overhang the frames, giving them maximum
protection against scratching.

Table - Mono RECTNS

MONO

Table - Mono SQTNS

Table - Mono ROTNS

MONO

Stainless Steel Table & Bench Set - Mono SSSETG

The Mono range also includes Poseur Tables and Bar Stools. All have galvanised and
powder coated steel frames, making them rust resistant and long lasting. Surfaces are
sculptured from Endurance material and overhang the frames, giving them maximum
protection against scratching.

Poseur Table - Mono RECPOSTNS

MONO

Poseur Table - Mono POSTNS

Bar Stools - Mono POSBSNS/BR

Bar Stools - Mono POSBSNS

A unique aspect of the Café Collection is its chairs, which can be mixed and matched in
any combination with stunning effects. You can achieve a “subtle and subdued”, “lively
and vibrant” or “stylish and sophisticated” scheme. In fact, whatever look you want,
because you design your own chairs, co-ordinating and contrasting seat and backrest
colours, and then matching them with any table in the Café Collection range. There are
13 chair colour combinations and 16 table designs…….so endless design possibilities !

MIXIT

Jazz Chairs

Funk Chairs

Blues Chairs

Soul Chairs

Endurance is an innovation in outdoor
furniture, manufactured from highly durable
and moisture-resistant panels using a special
process.
The panels are made from “kraft paper” which
is impregnated with resin, dried and
compacted at high pressure into panels. This
results in a product that, when used to make
outdoor furniture..…..
- is resistant to all weather
- doesn’t rot, fade or discolour in the sun
- won’t stain or easily scratch
- is not burned by cigarettes
- is graffiti cleanable with solvents
- doesn’t twist or warp in heat
- doesn’t crack in the frost
- is extremely hard and durable
- resists impacts and doesn’t bend
- has no splinters or sharp edges
- doesn’t need any maintenance

As a result, Endurance furniture has a 30 Year Life and a further 20 Year Life
Expectancy (certified in independent tests).

SPEC

The outer most layer of the Endurance panel is the surface texture or design. This can be
bright solid colours, creative finishes and designer effects. All furniture edges are
chamfered and smooth – no splinters or jagged edges.
Endurance is ideal for commercial use - its extensive life reduces massively the ongoing
costs of maintenance and refurbishment for businesses. Consequently, our furniture has
been supplied to pub chains, theme parks, sporting venues and schools across the
country.

Surfaces
Endurance Café Collection table surfaces are of 12mm thickness and chair surfaces
6mm, making them lightweight and easy to lift and store away.
Frames
Endurance Café Collection furniture is manufactured in the UK. The frames are either
galvanised steel or high grade aluminium, both of which are powder coated and
available in black or silver. The Mono Table & Bench Set has a brushed stainless steel
frame.
Sizes
Jazz, Soul, Blues & Funk Tables

- 620mm x 620mm x 750mm (h)

Mono Square Table
Mono Round Table
Mono Rectangular Table

- 700mm x 700mm x 750mm (h)
- 1040mm diameter x 750mm (h)
- 1080mm x 700mm x 750mm (h)

Chairs

- 460mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 890mm (h)

Mono Square Poseur Table
Mono Rectangular Poseur Table
Mono Bar Stool
Mono Bar Stool with Backrest

- 700mm x 700mm x 1000mm (h)
- 1080mm x 700mm x 1000mm (h)
- 350mm x 350mm x 750mm (h)
- 350mm x 450mm x 1100mm (h)

Mono Stainless Steel Table & Bench Set

- Table 1375mm x 885mm x 750mm (h)
- Bench 1375mm x 490mm x 450mm (h)

All the above are standard sizes, however, bespoke furniture of any size can be
produced.
Prices
Please contact Diversity Products to request price details or a quotation for bespoke
items. Contact details are on the back page of this brochure.
Technical Details

SIZES

Please contact Diversity Products if you require full details of the technical
specification of Endurance, or a copy of the product’s Independent Test Certificate.
Contact details are on the back page of this brochure.
Samples
Samples of Endurance Café Collection surfaces are available upon request, should
you wish to see the beauty of the colours in the range or test the durability of the
product. Colours displayed in this brochure may not replicate exactly those of the
actual product.
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